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10 Point

Instagram

Checklist 

Improve the use of your time on Instagram by following this 10 point
checklist that will have you seeing more followers and engagement
from day one. 

*NOTE: If you're not doing number 7 you need to START today. 
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Let's get started...

1) Use stock images  sparingly, if at all.  Depending
on your niche, this might not be possible...
 If a lot of what you post is content based.  For example quotes.  Then make
sure your stock photos are good and your content is great.  You'll have no
problem if you follow the next step...

2) Use hashtags sparingly and target the people
you actually want to follow you.
Research what your competition is using.  Also try searching in Instagram for
some good organic keywords via the search bar.  Try different combinations
of broad keywords like #photooftheday #picoftheday #entrepreneur and
specific keywords for your business. 

3) Post Stories  hashtags allowed
Many people, even marketers,  overlook the fact that you are allowed to
place hashtags in stories.  What's more is that you can type those hashtags,
shrink them down by pinching the screen, and finally; hide them behind one
large hashtag sticker.  Use the hashtag sticker for 1 and hide the other 9, that
you'll shrink down, behind the  sticker.  

4) Use a Hashtag or two in Your Profile 
Kinda self explanatory.  Best to use high quality hashtags tailored toward
your ideal audience.  Quality over quantity. 
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5) Do Spend 20 Minutes After Posting, Liking and
Commenting on Posts.  Ideally you will be
engaging with your...
Target market and making new connections with potential customers. 
 Search some of your hashtags on Instagram.  Click "most recent" start liking
and commenting.  

6) Actively target your competitions followers.
Just go to their Instagram profile.  Click followers.  Start following and
messaging likely prospects.  You can also look at their posts, and see which
of their followers are the most engaged with their content. 

7) Gather Emails With Your 1 Link...
Your profile link should lead to a landing page that gathers the customers
information, namely first name and email.  Don't use optional fields.  No idea
how to do that?  

8) Don't be political on your business page unless
that is your business...
 There is a lot of evidence this is bad for your business.  Keep your political
opinions to your personal page at the minimum.  
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9) Experiment...
Try different combinations of hashtags.  Times of day.  Reposting old content
with the same or new hashtags.  Posting 2x a day vs 1 time a day and 3
stories.  There's a lot of ways to squeeze the extra mile out of your posts and
time spent making them which leads us to the next point...

10) Measure Your Results
First make sure you've updated your Instagram account to a business
account (it is free) and can be accomplished by going to your settings in the
Instagram app.  After doing so, you will have access to Instagram Analytics
(which has been improving rapidly) and provides a lot of great insight into
how you could grow your reach and following.  

BONUS: Don't Waste Your Time On Social Media 
Until You Have a "Why" and a Way to Measure Your Results.  Make sure you
know what you're looking to get out of your social media campaigns before
you begin.  More customers?  Brand awareness?  Brand Equity?  Lead
Generation?  Direct Calls?  Know the 'why'. 

Next we'll cover some interesting facts about
Instagram you probably didn't know.  When
I learned these I knew I had to take IG seriously...
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INSTAGRAM FACTS

Wanna skip social media and
effortlessly grow direct bookings? 

1) Reach...
Facebook posts reach approximately 6% of your organic followers (and
falling).  Instagram posts have the potential to reach 100% of your followers. 
Which leads us to our next fact...

2) Engagement...
Compared to Facebook, Instagram posts has 58X more engagement than
Facebook posts. Last year Facebook engagement dropped by 63%! 
Instagram engagement rose by 115%.

3) Saturation...
 96% of Marketers polled were on Facebook.  Everyone and their uncle is
running Facebook Ads.  Only 36% of Marketers polled were on Instagram,
making it an unsaturated marketing opportunity. 
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Get a Demo and see

our solutions on your

site, in real time.

Get a Demo
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https://growdirectbookings.com/

